
Engaging UCLA’s Community to Envision our Next 100 Years   
The Next Centennial

Project by Carbon Neutrality Fellows: Samantha Smithies and Angel More

As UCLA has recently reached its 100 year milestone, we have
designed a campus installation aimed at supporting the UCLA
Community in imagining an innovative, equitable, and sustainable
next 100 years. 

Our mission is to empower the people of UCLA to define, create,
and reclaim ‘The Next Centennial.’ We want to facilitate collective
visioning that applies participatory action research principles and
harnesses the power of community organizing and placemaking. 

The purpose of this project is to emphasize that achieving carbon
neutrality and other sustainable policies are necessary to secure our
campus’ future. With the different project components, we will
bridge the diverse visions of students, staff, faculty, and alumni for
how we reach these goals and what the outcome could look like. 
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Project Timeline:

Five chalk-wall boxes, each representing a theme: climate +
energy, community, health, culture, and innovation, will be
placed around campus at the middle of Spring quarter. 

These 6'x6' boxes were built by the Carbon Neutrality Action
Fellows and student volunteers, including UCLA Carbon
Neutrality Ambassadors, with support from UCLA
Sustainability staff, The boxes were partially constructed
using reclaimed campus materials. 

Two sides of each box will be left open for the UCLA
Community to respond to core questions related the theme.
One side will be dedicated to a description of the box's
theme. On the last side, there will be 10 steps to a more
sustainable campus, to help the UCLA Community
understand the steps being taken to secure a livable future,
alongside branding for CNI and UCLA's Green Fund (TGIF).

Photos of the boxes will be captured at least daily to record
responses. These photos and an analysis of the responses
will be synthesized into a digital portfolio and shared with
core UCLA departments.
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